
“CAN YOU LIVE DOING WHAT YOU LIKE DOING AND IN THE WAY YOU LIKE 

DOING IT?” 

I wish to start my story with a phrase that represents my dilemma, my name is Teresa.

I was born in a country village, but I love the sea in an exaggerated manner; my mother in fact 
repeatedly says that I seem to have been born in a seacoast town.

I keep on saying that if you want something in life, you can have it, but then I crash against everyday 
reality.

My dream? Live on a boat and sail around the 
world, endlessly.

My everyday life? I work in an office and 
look forward  to the moment in which I can get 

on a boat and sail off, no matter if it’s summer, 

or winter, if it’s only a matter of minutes or 

more, I’m sure that when I’m on that boat I’m 

happy.

Why do you fall in love with the sea, a boat, 
sailing...? The answers can be so many and 

absolutely subjective in terms of priority.

Sailing, for those who really love the sea, is 
not a distinguishing issue, rather a pure 

philosophy of lifestyle.

A boat is a great tool that allows you to share
 with friends moments of pure silence, with the 

wind breaking in from time to time, alert glances

 to sunrises and sunsets, meals made of

 simple things but there, in that very moment, 

those meals are the best you could ever ask for.

So, I wish to conclude by saying that in life,
 it’s important, to know what you want, and as 

soon as you can, enjoy what gives you pleasure 

and excitement, and, most important, share all 

this with the right people... like the ones I have met in the CD Sailing association.
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